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Attended the MVP inspectors morning meeting at 6:30am. Met with lead EI and discussed activities for the day. Traveled to
MVP-FR-289 and performed a walk through inspection from 13024+50 to 13117+50. At 13024+50 a gap in the super silt fence was
observed on the North East corner of the mat bridge. It was noted on the punch list to be corrected by the contractor. At 13041+00
and 13041+50 the water bars were still below the 18” height requirement but were addressed shortly after and are now between 2
and 5% slope, compacted height of at least 18”, have a clear unobstructed channel and uniform in appearance across the width of
the ROW. At 13050+00 no water bars were installed in a span of near 200’. The contractor claims that the area is near solid rock
and can not cut in a water bar. The span will have no possible sediment leaving the ROW due to the trench being dug through that
area. At 13061+65 the punch list item was corrected but other issues are now present. The material used for the water bar was not
well compacted and the far end of the bar from the sump slopes in the opposite direction. The new issue is noted on the punch list.
From 13100+00 to 13115+00 water bars were compacted on the front side and obstructions were removed. Spoil piles where seed
and mulch were not uniform, were stabilized with curlex, near 13105+00.
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Curlex was used to stabilize the spoil piles
where seed and mulch would not adhere.

A gap in the super silt fence fabric that will
allow sediment past

Berms were stabilized behind the j hook

13041+00 rebuilt to specifications13041+00 below 18” height requirement

The faces of the water bars were compacted
and obstructions were removed
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